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Philosophy
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School brings together the faith, talent, gifts, and the dedicated lives of
religious and lay collaborators as educators who are committed to creating, nurturing, and sustaining
a Catholic, Christian environment for all students placed under their care. In teamwork, they join
forces to implement a comprehensive educational program designed to promote the spiritual, moral,
social, cultural, and psychological growth, as well as the intellectual, aesthetic, and physical
development of each student. Together with the parents, who are the primary educators of their
children, faculty and staff members unite in striving to build, strengthen, and live our beliefs as
Catholics, so that each child will develop a vibrant awareness of God's presence in their daily life
and experience a meaningful personal relationship with Jesus Christ. In the various aspects of
growth, the school is focused on meeting the students at their respective levels of ability and
achievement and endeavors to provide them with skills and encouragement where each child can
grow to her/his full potential. In this affirming atmosphere, each child is challenged to effectively
grasp the available opportunities for growth with the knowledge, wisdom, and spiritual integrity that
she/he has learned as vital components of the Educational Project of Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac.
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SAINT JEANNE DE LESTONNAC FOUNDRESS
SISTERS OF THE COMPANY OF MARY OUR LADY

Jeanne de Lestonnac was born on December 27, 1556, in Bordeaux, France. This time of great turmoil within
the Catholic Church of France, brought about by the Protestant Reformation, had its effect on each individual
and family in France and throughout the world. Jeanne's early childhood was marred by religious conflict
within her own family, which constantly challenged her to remain steadfast in her Catholic faith.

Although as a young woman Jeanne desired to enter religious life, her father advised her to marry Gaston de
Montferrand. Her first three children died at an early age, but a few years later she was blessed with five
more children.

Jeanne was forty years old when her husband died and she continued the spiritual formation and upbringing of
her children. As soon as her children were grown and able to care for themselves, she once again seriously
considered a religious vocation. In 1603, after much prayer and discernment, she entered a Cistercian
monastery, however, due to her advanced years and delicate health, she was unable to adapt to the rigors of
the monastery. She became so gravely ill that it was necessary for her to leave the monastery after having
been there for only one year.  Once again she had to discover God's will and plan in this new development.

It was at this time that she was inspired to establish a religious community under the patronage of the Blessed
Virgin Mary.  The Order of the Sisters of the Company of Mary, Our Lady would dedicate itself to "education
in the faith and the promotion of justice".  As one of the first religious orders for women in the Catholic
Church to have an active apostolic dimension, it had, at the core of its spirit, the harmonization of action and
contemplation.

On April 7, 1607, Pope Paul V approved the Order of the Company of Mary Our Lady, which became the first
feminine Religious Order in the Catholic Church dedicated to teaching. To educate young people, endowing
them with the ethical and intellectual tools they need to be witnesses to their faith, is the very reason for the
existence of the Order.

The dream of Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac was transformed into a genuine Educational Plan or Project in which
she combined her profound life experience with the various helps available to her at the time: the humanism
of her uncle, Michel de Montaigne, the bold ventures of the Calvinists in the education of women, the
Ignatian spiritual experience and the systematic pedagogy of the Jesuits. Today, four centuries later, we find
that the Sisters of the Company of Mary possess an Educational Project enriched by the passage of time and
through its inculturation in different contexts.

The Sisters of the Company of Mary have lived out their legacy of Catholic education for over 400 years! By
the time of the death of the Foundress in 1640, thirty convents had been established throughout France. It
quickly extended to other parts of Europe. Its apostolic zeal led it to other lands, crossing oceans and
continents to North and South America. Later to Africa and Asia; the challenge has been to foster life and
hope by a presence that is undeniably filled with the Spirit, in a world so in need of the Spirit. MARY is
model and guide in the development of this Religious Order throughout the centuries. The Company of Mary
is called and congregated in her name and under Our Lady’s  protection.
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SAINT JEANNE DE LESTONNAC SCHOOL HISTORY

The school community of Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School in Tustin is celebrating 53 years of service in the
mission of Catholic education in the Diocese of Orange.  The 14 acres on which the school stands represent
the sacrifice of the numerous orange groves that have given way to the development that has provided homes
for the many students and families to which the school has ministered over the years.

The school began in an orange grove in 1961 with what was intended as a small preschool and kindergarten to
provide a site for the teacher training required of young women who at that time were beginning, at the same
location, their novitiate (initial step toward becoming a teaching nun).  As the population of Orange County
increased, the original families requested the expansion of the school with such enthusiasm that a process of
gradual growth took root and continues in motion to date in a remarkable measure of parent support for
continual upgrading of all aspects of the school program.

By 1967 the school had added classrooms, a library, and a science lab for students from preschool through
grade 8, and in 1972 all classes were doubled in enrollment.  In 1988 new offices, a theater and a gymnasium
were added to the facility, and in 2004 the Field of Dreams, our state-of-the-art soccer/football/softball
athletic field was inaugurated. In 2010, the school began implementing the iPad one-to-one technology
program. In 2014 four of the core subject areas received new educational materials and accompanying
technologies. In the summer of 2014, the outside table area was covered by a steel and vinyl structure to
provide shade for all of the students for snacks, lunch, and a variety of extra-curricular activities.

The process of gradual growth has proven to be a significant factor in the stability and consistently competent
Faculty and staff of religious and lay teachers, a lasting tradition of the initial strong parent support for
ongoing facility improvements, and the unwavering focus of the school in its emphasis on being faithful to the
Gospel of Jesus in the mission it has received to teach as He did.  A school that began staffed completely by
nuns soon became a learning environment with the wealth of collaboration among dedicated lay teachers and
women religious.

The philosophy and vision statement of the school is based on the Educational Project of Saint Jeanne de
Lestonnac, Foundress of the Company of Mary.  Saint Jeanne established the first convent and school of the
Company of Mary in Bordeaux, France, in 1607, with principles and goals for a solid education that have
surpassed the test of time and, even now, set the tone for all the schools of the Company of Mary in 26
countries where the Order is present.
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PHILOSOPHY AND MISSION STATEMENTS

Philosophy Statement

Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School brings together the faith, talent, gifts, and the dedicated lives of religious
and lay collaborators as educators who are committed to creating, nurturing, and sustaining a Catholic,
Christian environment for all students placed under their care.  In teamwork, they join forces to implement a
comprehensive educational program designed to promote the spiritual, moral, social, cultural, and
psychological growth, as well as the intellectual, aesthetic, and physical development of each student.

Together with the parents, who are the primary educators of their children, Faculty and staff members unite in
striving to build, strengthen, and live our beliefs as Catholics, so that each child will develop a vibrant
awareness of God's presence in their daily life and experience a meaningful personal relationship with Jesus
Christ.

In the various aspects of growth, the school is focused on meeting the students at their respective levels of
ability and achievement and endeavors to provide them with skills and encouragement where each child can
grow to her/his full potential. In this affirming atmosphere each child is challenged to effectively grasp the
available opportunities for growth with the knowledge, wisdom, and spiritual integrity that she/he has learned
as vital components of the Educational Project of Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac.

Mission Statement

Inspired by the charism and mission of the Sisters of the Company of Mary our Lady, Saint Jeanne de
Lestonnac School’s shared vision is to assist our students in developing a vibrant relationship with Jesus
Christ, as they strive to achieve excellence in education, and live a life of service according to the Gospels.  
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SCHOOLWIDE LEARNING EXPECTATIONS

SPIRIT-FILLED PEOPLE OF FAITH WHO:

Develop a relationship with Jesus expressed through prayer, participation in liturgy, and acts
of service.
Celebrate their Catholic heritage.
Honor the legacy of Mary, Mother of the Church, and Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac.
Treat others respectfully and compassionately.

PRODUCTIVE LIFELONG LEARNERS WHO:

Apply acquired knowledge to everyday life.
Think independently and cooperatively.
Strive for excellence utilizing a variety of tools, resources, and technologies.

INTEGRATED INDIVIDUALS WHO:

Maintain a balance in their academic, spiritual, and personal development.
Are well rounded, recognizing the worth of academics, arts, athletics, and healthy lifestyles.
Share their gifts and talents with others believing they can make a difference.
Deal appropriately with success and failure.

RESPONSIBLE CITIZENS WHO:

Accept personal accountability for their words and actions.
Exercise leadership and recognize the value of diversity and collaboration.
Promote and practice ecological stewardship.

INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVERS WHO:

Negotiate differences and manage conflicts in a peaceful manner.
Face challenges with commitment and resolve.
Think creatively and work with others to find multiple and achievable solutions.

THOUGHTFUL COMMUNICATORS WHO:

Express their thoughts effectively, articulately, and confidently, using correct mechanics.
Listen openly and attentively to others.
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ADMISSIONS

Non-Discrimination Statement
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School admits students of any race, color, racial, or ethnic origin to all the rights,
privileges, programs, and activities generally accorded or made available to students at the school. The school
does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, racial, or ethnic origin in its education policies, admission
policies, scholarship and loan programs, theater arts, athletics, or other school administered programs. The
process for enrollment and formal acceptance to Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School includes the following:

● Call to set up an appointment for a tour of the fourteen-acre campus (preschool through grade eight).
To see the campus and many of the school’s remarkable facilities requires approximately one hour.
Children may attend the tour. General information about the school is sent to the family by email
before the tour. At the time of the tour, the parents may have additional questions. They may also call
or email the school at any time for further information.

● Go online and visit our registration page and complete the New Family Request. This is preliminary
information that is needed before you complete the full registration process.

● Once you receive notification via email that your New Family Request has been approved, you can
proceed to create a login and password for registering your child via Teacherease.com (our online
management system).

● Once your account is created, you will be able to complete the online registration process on
Teacherease. Please read and acknowledge each of the items until there is a green checkmark next to
each acknowledgment.

● At the end of this process you will be given the option to pay for registration via the website. If you
would prefer to pay for registration in person at the school you may do so but please keep in mind that
the registration process is not considered complete until registration is paid.

● There is a discount for early registration. There is a discount for tuition paid for the year in full. The
deadlines for the discounts are printed in the registration materials.

● All candidates for admission must present the most recent report cards, benchmark scores, or other
standardized tests as part of the enrollment process. .

● Preschool students must be three years of age and potty trained by September 1st. Kindergarten
students must be five years of age by September first. First-grade students must be six years of age by
September first.

● Parents agree to actively support the spiritual, academic, and financial standards of the school, as well
as all school rules and regulations.

● All forms and fees received at registration must be completed and signed before enrollment is
complete. The registration and re-registration fees are non-refundable.

● Immunization records must be complete and up-to-date. All students entering grades 7 & 8 must
present documentation of a recent pertussis vaccination.   TB

● A physical examination report on file is mandatory for all incoming first-grade students.
● New students are on academic probation for the first trimester, but may be dismissed for not

complying with the policies of the school.
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Financial Commitment
Before enrolling children in a private school, parents should carefully consider the financial responsibility and
commitment they are making for their children. Each month the school is responsible for paying the teachers’
salaries, in addition to considerable operating expenses. In order to meet these obligations, each family is
expected to pay tuition, Extended Care, lunch cards, sports fees, etc. when they are due. All families work out
a plan with the school’s tuition accounting program, FACTS. Parents may set up specific dates and times to
pay their tuition and other school expenses.

Conditions for Enrollment
Code of Christian Conduct for Students and Parents/Guardians in the Diocese of Orange and Saint Jeanne de
Lestonnac School:

The Code of Christian Conduct for Students and Parents for the Diocese of Orange and Saint Jeanne de
Lestonnac School adopts the following statement as their policy and procedures regarding Christian conduct
for all new and returning families: The students’ interests in receiving a quality, morally based education can
best be served if students, parents, and school officials work together cooperatively. Normally differences
among these individuals can be resolved. In some instances, however, the school may find it necessary, at its
discretion, to require parents/guardians to withdraw their child. It shall be an express condition of enrollment
that students behave in a manner, both on and off campus, which is consistent with the Christian principles of
the school as determined by the school at its discretion. These principles include, but are not limited to, any
policies, principles, or procedures set forth in any of the student/parent handbooks of the school.

These Christian principles further include, but are not limited to, the following:

1. Parents/guardians are expected to work courteously and cooperatively with the school to assist the
student in meeting the academic, moral, and behavioral expectations of the school.

2. Students and parents/guardians may respectfully express their concerns about the school’s operation
and its personnel. They may not do so in a manner that is discourteous, scandalous, rumor driven,
disruptive, threatening, hostile, divisive, or as a form of bullying.

3. These expectations for students and parents/guardians include, but are not limited to, all
school-sponsored programs and events (e.g. extended care, athletics, study trips, etc.).

4. As stated in the financial commitment above, parents are expected to be forthright and current in their
financial obligations for all registration fees, tuition, and all Home and School Association
fundraising events.

The school reserves the right to determine, at its discretion, which actions fall short of meeting the Christian
principles of the school. Failure to follow these principles will normally result in a verbal or written warning to
the students and/or parent/guardian and normally will first result in disciplinary action short of a requirement to
withdraw from the school (e.g. A VBR, suspension of a student, or suspension of parent/guardian’s privilege to
come on the campus grounds and/or participate in school activities, volunteer work, etc.)

The school reserves the right to determine, at its discretion, when conduct is serious enough to warrant
appropriate immediate action without a warning and/or without an intermediate step, which may lead to
withdrawal.
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2021-2022 STUDENT TUITION AND FEES

Registration Fees 2021-2022

Explanation of Fees
Annual Registration Fee........$  760.00 (If paid in full by July 2, 2021)

Early Bird Registration............$ 660.00 (If paid in full after July 2, 2021)

The Registration Fee includes numerous individual expenses that the school collects at the beginning of each
school year and must be paid before formal enrollment can occur. Additionally, payment of the registration
fee ensures that a space for your child(ren) will be held for the coming school year. The registration fee
includes, but is not limited to, select educational materials used by the teachers for the classroom, library
media center supplies, special in-school programs and assemblies, student insurance, yearbook, workbooks,
periodicals, standardized benchmark assessments, and science fees, etc.

Study trips (Pending field trips), the graduation fee (for eighth -grade students only), honor societies (NJHS,
CJSF), and various enrichment programs, e.g. Soccer Shots, Pentathlon, the band, musical, athletics, etc.,
which vary by grade level, are not included in the registration fee.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE REGISTRATION FEE IS NON-REFUNDABLE

The Registration Fee includes numerous individual expenses that the school collects at the beginning of each
school year and must be paid before formal enrollment can occur. Additionally, payment of the registration
fee ensures that a space for your child(ren) will be held for the coming school year. The registration fee
includes, but is not limited to, select educational materials used by the teachers for the classroom, library
media center supplies, special in-school programs and assemblies, student insurance, yearbook, workbooks,
periodicals, standardized benchmark assessments, and science fees, etc.

Study trips (field trips), the graduation fee (for eighth -grade students only), honor societies (NJHS, CJSF),
and various enrichment programs, e.g. Soccer Shots, Pentathlon, the band, the spring play/musical, athletics,
etc., which vary by grade level, are not included in the registration fee.

SAINT JEANNE DE LESTONNAC SCHOOL IS APPROVED FOR I- 20 AND F- 1 STUDENT
VISAS
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Tuition & Fees for the 2021-2022 School Year

Full Time Preschool, Prekindergarten & Kindergarten
Youngest (or only child)..........$ 876 per month (10 months)
Each sibling..........$ 826 per month (10 months)

Part time Preschool and Prekindergarten is available. Please contact the Front Office for details.
The tuition fee for preschool through  kindergarten includes snacks, lunch and 7:30 am - 5:30 pm extended
care.

Please contact the Front Office for information regarding availability and tuition fees for part time Preschool
and Prekindergarten.

Grades 1 -8
Youngest (or only child)..........$ 822 per month (10 month)
Each sibling..........$ 772 per month (10 months)

NEW FAMILY DISCOUNT:
In appreciation of our new partnership in education, we would like to extend a $400 discount on
tuition to all new families enrolled by September 1 of the participating academic year and who have
one or more children attending as a full-time student(s).  This one time credit will be issued towards
the January tuition installment for all eligible families in their first year of enrollment . Families who
choose to pay in full will receive their credit in the form of a check at the end of January.

Contact the front office for the PAY IN FULL TUITION DISCOUNT

Please note that all tuition is collected through FACTS, a tuition collection company, each month with a final
installment in May , unless paid in full by August 24, 2021. New families will be contacted with FACTS
registration information after Registration Fees have been submitted. Be advised that all families using a
monthly payment plan will be charged a $49 FACTS enrollment fee paid directly to FACTS in the first
month’s payment.

Technology Fee
No Increase from 2020-2021

Preschool-Kindergarten
$100/student (10-month payment option available)

Grades First-Eighth
$200/student (10-month payment option available)

The Technology Fee can be paid in one of two ways.
Option 1: Payment of $100.00/$200.00 in August, 2019, for the Technology Fee in addition to the
August tuition.
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Option 2: Monthly payment of $10.00/$20.00 to the Technology Fee in addition to the monthly
payment of tuition.

Fee covers broadband, network maintenance, hardware upgrades, etc.

Annual Development/Building Fee per Family per Year
In order to provide and maintain our superior campus facilities, there is an annual fee paid per family (not per
student).

No Increase from 2020-2021

In order to provide and maintain our superior campus facilities, there is an annual fee paid per family
(not per student).

This annual fee of $300.00 can be with a 10-month payment option.
Payment for this fee must be made separately from the overall Registration/Graduation Fee.

Home and School Support Pledge
No Increase from 2020-2021

The Home and School Association provides vital financial support to the school in many ways. It is
the responsibility of every family to participate fully in the fundraising projects and events that the
Home and School sponsors throughout the year. In this way, the Teachers’ Benefit Fund, Schoology,
Academic Competitions, various school improvements, etc., may be provided.

Our main, obligatory, fundraisers are the May Festival (minimum of 1 book of tickets per child
enrolled and 1 hour per child volunteer time commitment) and the Gift Gathering for the
Auction/Dinner. If you opt out of donating a gift there is a $125.00 commitment.

Other optional opportunities to build community spirit will be provided throughout the year.

Eighth-Grade Student Graduation Fee
$250.00 and must be paid before August 27, 2021.

Method of payment for all fees:
1. Electronic debit, as authorized by parents, from their bank accounts (checking or savings account). It

is important to note that FACTS Management Company and Saint Jeanne's never see your bank
account nor have any direct access to your account. State and federal laws require such information to
be completely confidential.

2. Credit Cards - FACTS accepts the following credit cards: Discover, Visa and MasterCard.
3. For those who wish, families may set up an education account in a bank of their choice. This account

may be held in your child's name and will serve as the account for FACTS withdrawals.
4. Please be sure to notify the school four days prior to payment if you do not have sufficient funds in

your account so that we can re-adjust your payment. We want to be sure that you avoid an insufficient
fund charge of $30.00, and a $30.00 late fee for late payments.
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Tuition Assistance
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac actively seeks ways to provide financial assistance to families that meet specific
criteria. The school works directly with FACTS Tuition Services/Grant & Aid Assessment. This is an
independent, third party company that conducts financial analysis to determine your family’s financial need.
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School’s Scholarship Committee receives a confidential report outlining your
financial situation based on the information obtained in your application and supporting tax documents. Once
you have completed the online application, you will be able to log on to online.factsmgt.com to check the
status of your application.
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California State Licensing Requirements
The following California State Licensing Requirements apply to all children attending Saint Jeanne de
Lestonnac Preschool and Prekindergarten. (Title 22; Section 101195 b &c)

“The Department of Licensing Agency shall have the authority to interview children or staff and inspect and
audit child facility records without prior consent.  Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School shall make provisions for
private interviews with any child or any staff member and for the examination of all records relating to the
operation of the facility.”

AGE AND GRADE PLACEMENT:

PRESCHOOL: 3 years old by September 1st and potty trained
PREKINDER : 4 years old by September 1st and potty trained
KINDERGARTEN: 5 years old by September 1st and potty trained
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CURRICULUM AND ACADEMIC POLICIES
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School is fully accredited through the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges, the Western Catholic Educational Association, and is affiliated with the Diocese of Orange.

Sacramental Preparation
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School formally prepares its students for the reception of the sacrament of First
Reconciliation and First Eucharist. Parents may contact their parish for specific information regarding
reception of these sacraments, or choose to receive these sacraments with their peers at Saint Thomas More.
These sacraments will be celebrated at a liturgy at the end of the school year.

General Curriculum:
The following areas of instruction are taught at Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School:

Religion
English Language Arts

Reading -Literature and Informational Text, Writing, Speaking and Listening, Language)
Mathematics
Science (Next Generation Science Standards)
Social Studies
Spanish
Physical Education
Independent Reading
Fine Arts (Art and Music)

Assessments and Reporting Growth
Teachers will assess concept mastery using the following Standards Based Grading Proficency
Scale.

Standards Based Grading Proficiency Scale
Exceeds Expectations
The student has demonstrated above grade level mastery of all Learning Goals.

Meets Expectations
The student has demonstrated a grade level mastery of all Learning Goals.

Progressing
With some consistent guidance and/or assistance the student is able to show
progress toward meeting some grade level Learning Goals.

Partial Ability
With significant and consistent guidance and/or assistance the student is able to
partially meet some grade level Learning Goals.

Well Below Expectations
The student is unable to meet minimum grade level expectations.
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Non-Academic Factors (Behavior and Responsibility)

Regarding Extra Credit, Answer Guides, Study Guides, etc.

Our overall goal is to measure learning (growth), both during and after a given time period. Teacher created
pre-written outlines, teacher written notes, teacher made answer/study guides, and extra credit  do not enforce
student-centered learning and accountability, but rather, reinforces deflection regarding the responsibility of
learning from the student to the teacher, which may not be consistent with a “student-centered” learning
environment we are striving to achieve. Therefore, it is the policy of the school not to provide these to our
students.

Late and Missing Work
The school understands the importance of turning work in on time and building behaviors regarding
responsibility and time management, but these are not indicators of a student’s level of understanding or
present evidence of learning regarding Learning Goals or Success Criteria.  Penalizing late work compromises
the accuracy of reporting on the proficiency level relating to the Learning Goal and Success Criteria of the
Formative Assessment.  Therefore, late formative work will be accepted and given descriptive feedback
without any penalty. Students will have up to the summative/final assessment for the lesson or unit to turn in
their missing/late work without a penalty. Late and missing work will be identified in the LMS and/or with
direct communication from teachers. .

Physical Education Policy
All students are required to participate in physical education classes. These classes are designed to promote an
awareness of fitness and healthy recreational activities for life.  Students should attend school in the
designated P.E. uniform (see uniform section for details) on their class days. Students not wearing the
complete P.E. uniform may receive a lower grade in grades 4-8.

If a child is recovering from an injury or illness, a doctor's note stating the nature of the problem, and time to
be excused from class, is necessary. This note should be turned into the Principal and forwarded to the P.E.
instructor. Students requiring absences longer than two weeks may be given a significant written project to
complete. A notation of "Incomplete" will be made on the report card for any student failing to complete the
assigned project.

ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES

Responsible Teachers Intervening Initiative
The Responsible Teachers Intervening Initiative (RTIi) leverages in-depth reporting of competencies
produced from our benchmark assessments as well as curriculum programs, Learning Goals and Success
Criteria which affords the ability to set goals for specific skills to help students reinforce areas in need of
attention in reading and math.
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Learners with Special Needs
If a learner is experiencing significant difficulty in the classroom, the teacher(s) meet with the Administration
to discuss a course of action which may include professional outside assessment. The school encourages
parents to share the results of any such assessment. The parents, teacher(s), and the Administration then
discuss possible accommodations and modifications that may be of assistance to the learner.

Student Support Services

Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School offers counseling services to students in order to facilitate supplementary
opportunities for growth. The counseling process is family-oriented in order to attain the optimum consistency
in mature student behavior both at school and in the home. Students may be referred by the teacher, parent, or
school for assessment in academic performance and/or social behavior. Parents give their permission in
writing for an ongoing counseling process. Students may come to the office at any time to request episodic
counseling.

Tutoring
When students struggle in a particular subject area, parents may enlist the services of a tutor to assist their
child. Tutors are expected to work in partnership on a regular basis with the classroom teacher to facilitate the
student’s progress and to be sure that instructional strategies are consistent between the teacher and the tutor.
Parents may not contract teachers of SJDL School for private tutoring of students. It is a conflict of interest
for Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School teachers to tutor students enrolled in our school for monetary
compensation. .

Challenging the Academically Gifted Learner
All students will be provided with the opportunity to challenge themselves to grow academically.   The
curriculum has built-in platforms for addressing the needs of a wide range of achievement.  With a small class
size and eager children, the teachers are able to group students according to their skill sets and mastery of the
standards. They are also challenged with “personalized” instruction that enriches and challenges even the
most academically advanced students.

Benchmark Assessments
The school administers the STAR assessments in both reading and math at the start of the school year and at
the end of each trimester to monitor academic growth and progression. These assessments allow teachers to
personalize instruction and provide students with the opportunity to increase skill mastery.

MONITORING ACADEMIC PROGRESS

Learning Management System (LMS)
The Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac educational community spans a wide range of development from preschool to
grade eight. The learning management system provides information about a child’s mastery of learning goals,
skills, growth, areas in need of reinforcement and work completion. The overall intention of the learning
management system is to provide an effective and efficient platform to keep parents actively in their child’s
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growth and mastery relating to the school’s rigorous curriculum and learning progressions.

Christian Citizenship Award (Grades K-8)
Recognized as the highest honor a student can receive in grades K-8 at Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School,
recipients of this distinction demonstrate an overall Christian attitude of service, humility, care, and
leadership.  This award is given by teachers at respective grade levels who have observed genuine
characteristics and values of Christian behavior by the recipient on a consistent basis. Christian Citizenship
Awards recipients are recognized at a Mass/Assembly predetermined by the Administration Team and
announced to recipients’ parents in a timely manner.

Official End-of-Year Report Cards
Students receive a formal Official Report Card at the end of the school year. If a parent would like to obtain
an official report or report card they may do so by submitting a request through the school’s secured website
or notifying the front office. The Administration may withhold a student’s official report card and transcripts
until all outstanding accounts have been cleared, including tuition, Extended Care fees, lunches, etc.

EDUCATIONAL STUDY TRIPS
Due to current protocols regarding the response to Covid-19 the school will not participate in off-site
educational study trips for the 2021-2022 school year.

HOME AND SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
Pledge and Support
The Home and School Association provides considerable financial support to the school in many ways.
During the registration process, parents acknowledge and accept their responsibility to support the major
fundraising projects of the Home and School Association. It is the responsibility of every family to participate
in these projects and events that the Home and School sponsors throughout the year. In this way, the teachers,
the Lancer Athletic Program, capital projects, technology, etc. may be provided.

In lieu of requiring families to complete hours (40) of volunteer service, as is customary at many private
schools, we REQUIRE our parents to support our Home and School Association twice a year in the following
ways.

Fall Fundraiser/Golf Tournament - Each family commits to a $125.00 Gift Gathering Donation. This
is separate from any donations made in participation of the event such as tick purchase, auction
purchases or volunteer hours in preparation of the event.

May Festival - Each family commits to a minimum of one (1) hour volunteer commitment during the
event as well as the sale of raffle tickets (minimum of one book).

Other optional fundraising, as well as “fun” raising projects and events that provide needed support are the
Camp Out, the sale of Innisbrook products, the Jogger Joust Pledges, “Family Fun-Raiser Restaurant
Nights”, etc. If the parents are experiencing special circumstances that affect their ability to financially
support the Home and School Association, they should make an appointment to see the principal to discuss
the situation.
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HEALTH

Covid-19 Safety Plan
The school maintains an extensive protocol regarding the health and safety guidelines in response to the
Covid-19 pandemic. We encourage all of our parents to read through this Safety Plan and reach out to our
Covid-19 response team when and if you have any questions.

Covid-19 Safety Plan

Identification and Emergency Release Information (IER)
Each family must complete the online registration process, which provides the school Emergency Release
information relating to each child. The office should be notified by the parent/guardian immediately of any
changes to the student’s permanent home address, primary contact’s email, of primary phone numbers, and of
any change in the emergency information on file.  The school requires that prompt action and notification in
the event a child becomes ill or has an accident while at school.

During the school year there is greater concern regarding upper respiratory viruses and the children’s health
and wellbeing.  As a large school community, we are all exposed to a variety of viruses, some which imitate
the onset of the common cold, the flu, and even allergies.

To be proactive, there are indeed some things that we do not want to share as the Saint Jeanne’s Family, in
particular, new viral infections. Please be considerate by adhering to the policies of the school, which may
require special appointments with your children’s doctor for direction regarding an illness. This includes a
recommendation for how long your child should remain at home before readmission.

1. No child is permitted to enroll in the school without a “Physician’s Report” and Immunization record, as
required by the state of California.

2. All registration papers must be kept up-to-date by the parent or legal guardian.

Viral Infections - Cold/Flu Information
The parents, as well as the classroom teacher, informally administer health checks each morning.

1. No child is allowed to attend school with any communicable diseases or illness. Do not send children
with symptoms of cold or flu to school. They may return to school only after a physician determines that
they are no longer contagious.

2. A child who becomes ill at school will be removed from the other children immediately.

3. The Parent/Guardian of a child who becomes ill will be notified and must pick the child up from school
within one (1) hour of being notified.
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OTHER COMMUNICABLE DISEASES
If a child comes down with any of the following illnesses, the parent should contact the school as soon as
possible.  The school then notifies the other parents so that they can begin observing their children for signs of
illness.

Communicable
Disease Incubation Period Communicable

Period Exclusion Period

Measles 9-11 days from
exposure

12-16 days until
appearance of pox

The appearance of the
pox marks until doctor

release.

German Measles 6-10 days from
exposure

11-20 days until total
body covered with pox

From the time of visible
pox marks until doctor

release.

Chicken Pox
9-11 days from

exposure to onset of
fever

13-15 days until
appearance of rash

From 4-7 days before
rash until 7 days after.

Covid-19 3 to 5 days from
exposure Open 5 to 10 days from

exposure of positive test

Request for Medication Form
When it is necessary for a child to take medicine (prescription or over-the-counter) during school hours, the
following directives should be followed as required by the state of California: "Notwithstanding the
provisions of Section 11753, any pupil who is required to take, during the regular school day, medication
prescribed for him/her by a physician, may be assisted by office personnel if the school receives (1) a written
statement from such physician detailing the method, dosage, and schedules by which such medication is to be
taken and (2) desire that the school assist the pupil in the matter set forth in the physician's statement."  We
ask that parents leave the bottle with the prescription on the outside of the container at the school office. All
medicines should be brought to the office immediately, except students in grades 3-8 who carry an
inhaler due to severe asthma.

Physician’s Health Form
All health forms should be returned to the school office as soon as possible after registration or at other
specified times during the school year. This ensures accurate records of each child's health during the school
year.

Illness or Injury of a Student
If a student is sent to the office with an injury or illness that requires attention or treatment beyond the
capabilities of the nurse or office personnel, a parent will be notified immediately.

24-Hour Fever-Free/Vomiting-Free Re-Admission
According to public health policy and to preserve the health of the school community, students may not be
readmitted to school until they have been “fever-free” for 24 hours.
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Readmission of a Student After Illness
When children have symptoms of a cold or flu they are contagious.
State law for absence of any kind requires a written note, signed by the parent. The doctor or dentist’s
confirmation form must accompany absence due to a medical/dental appointment. A signed card from the
doctor's/dentist's office is sufficient. A student who has missed school due to illness must bring a note signed
by the parents stating the illness and any further action that is required for follow-up. A pupil who has been
absent from school because of a reportable communicable disease, cold, or flu must have a permit for
readmission issued by the Public Health Department, physician, or nurse before he/she is admitted to school.
The principal may re-admit a pupil who was absent because of non-reportable communicable diseases.

Appointments (Doctor, Dentist, etc.)
If a student must leave the campus before regular dismissal, he/she must be signed out and picked up in the
office by a parent or parent-designated adult. At no time may a child be picked up from the classroom.
Parents must check in at the office before going to any classroom during the day. Please schedule dental and
doctor appointments for after- school hours when possible.

Other Re-Admission of a Student After Illness
State law for absence of any kind requires a written note, signed by the parent. The doctor or dentist’s
confirmation form must accompany absence due to a medical/dental appointment. A signed card from the
doctor's/dentist's office is sufficient. A student who has missed school due to illness must bring a note signed
by the parents stating the illness and any further action that is required for follow-up. A pupil who has been
absent from school because of a reportable communicable disease must have a permit for readmission issued
by the Public Health Department, physician, or nurse before he/she is admitted to school. The principal may
re-admit a pupil who was absent because of non-reportable communicable diseases.

Lice Infestation
The office staff and the Administration have been trained to identify the presence of an active infestation or
the presence of eggs in the hair. Any child believed to have lice is sent home. Students may return to school
after steps outlined by a healthcare professional have been followed.

SECURITY SAFEGUARDS
The security of the children, their parents, and all school personnel is of great importance and procedures are
in place for their protection.  Classes for all grade levels (preschool through grade 8) begin at 8 A.M. and end
at 3 P.M. During that time all visitors must go through the office and receive a security pass. Security gates
are closed from 8:05 AM until 2:50 PM.

The school practices “fire” drills and "drop" drills (used in the event of an earthquake or any other disasters)
each month to familiarize the students with emergency procedures. In the event of an actual emergency during
school hours, the students are supervised until called for by their parent or other parent-designated adult.
Please include any and all people on your Information and Emergency Release forms who are authorized to
pick up your child. Please update this information in the office when there is a change in status.
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1. The school campus is fenced and locked every day from 8 AM to 3 PM.  The only direct access to the
school is through the school office off of the Main Street.

2. People who wish to access the campus must first go through the school office.
3. All visitors must sign in and wear a bright yellow visitor’s tag for easy recognition.
4. Parents who wish to pick up a child for an appointment, or who come later than 8 AM must go to the

school office for a late notice or to be officially signed out.
5. When parents are invited on campus for special events, they may come on campus through the Main

Street or “Field of Dreams” parking lot. The gates remain open until the event ends.
6. The school has multiple video cameras on campus which provide 24-hour surveillance of much of the

14-acre school facility.
7. The school maintains an Emergency Notification System to all registered phone numbers and

email addresses that parents have included when they registered / re-registered. This will be used
exclusively for episodic Schoolwide notices when immediate notification to everyone in our school
community is necessary.

8. An “all call” emergency button on the intercom system can alert the teachers throughout the entire
school facility in the event of a Schoolwide “Lock Down” event.

Standards for All School Workers Regarding Interaction With Youth
1. School workers must be aware of their own and others’ vulnerability to appearance or perception of

impropriety when working alone with youth.  At all times, School workers should, therefore, use a
team approach to managing youth activities.  At least two adults (preferably a team of several adults)
will organize and supervise youth activities.

2. Except in an emergency or urgent circumstances involving the youth’s safety, School workers shall
never be alone with a youth during any school activity or setting.  For example, adults should avoid
situations that put them in a position of being alone with a minor in a rectory, parish building, school,
or other closed room (except as required for the Sacrament of Reconciliation).

3. School workers will observe careful boundaries concerning any type of physical contact with youth.
Beyond a simple handshake or a friendly, brief hug, any physical contact should only take place in
public circumstances, and prudent discretion and respect should be applied by School workers in
order to avoid any appearance of impropriety.

4. Clergy and religious shall never permit a youth to stay overnight in their private accommodations or
residence nor shall clergy or religious ever be permitted to share a room overnight with a youth.  An
exception can be made in the case of immediate family members of the clergy or religious, provided
that a parent or adult guardian of the youth also stays overnight and that separate accommodations are
provided for the youth and his or her parent or adult guardian.

5. School workers will not provide shared, private, overnight accommodations for individual youths,
including, but not limited to, accommodations in any Church-owned facility, private residence, hotel
room, or any other place where there is no other adult supervision present.

a. School workers will use a team approach to managing emergency situations.  A team of
adults will consult with each other about the best approach to take in emergency situations.

6. School workers are prohibited from taking youth home or to another location unless another adult is
present in the vehicle or the parent/guardian of the youth has given express prior permission.  School
workers likewise shall not permit other adults to take a youth home or to another location unless at
least two adults will be present in the vehicle or the parent/guardian of the youth has given express
prior permission.

7. School workers shall not give gifts to a specific youth under their care or supervision unless a gift is
given to all other youth under their care, and even in such situations, any such gifts shall be modest,
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inexpensive tokens of friendship or appreciation.  This provision shall not be construed from
precluding clergy and religious from giving gifts to youth who are members of their immediate
families, such as nieces and nephews.

8. School workers will familiarize themselves with, and understand the contents of, the child abuse
regulations and reporting requirements for the State of California, and will comply with those
mandates. School workers shall also complete, in a timely manner, any safe environment and/or youth
protection training required of them.

9. School workers shall take all necessary action to ensure that no one working with youth is either in
possession of illegal drugs or under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs.  School workers shall
take all necessary action to ensure that youth under their care or supervision do not have access to
illegal drugs or alcohol.  School workers may never serve or supply alcohol to youth or adults under
the age of 21.  Persons under 21 may, of course, partake of both species of the Eucharist, including
the Precious Blood, according to the norms of canon law.

Child Abuse Reporting Obligations
In accordance with Diocesan policy and California law, school staff members are obligated under penalty of
fine and jail term, to report the reasonable suspicion of physical abuse, emotional abuse, emotional
deprivation, physical neglect, inadequate supervision, or sexual abuse and exploitation. In this very serious
and legally narrow area, the school will not contact the parents in advance of making a report to legal
authorities, which would be the procedure followed in most legal matters. The clear intent of the law, based
on the seriousness of the crimes listed above, is to mandate that a report of reasonable suspicion be made.
Members of the school staff make such reports in the best interest of the child and do not, once reasonable
suspicion is established, have any legal alternative except to make the report to the proper authorities for their
investigation and review.

Families in Transition, Child Custody, Court Orders
The school expects that the divorced/separated/remarried parents maintain a reasonable working relationship
regarding their child’s custody, visitation dates, student activities, etc.  Efforts to work cooperatively by the
adult and significant others in the child’s life are greatly appreciated and promote a healthy environment.

If divorced/separated parents have a good working relationship regarding court ordered visitation, custodial
arrangements, drivers who may pick up their children, etc., the office does not need a court record on file in
the office. All complicated and potentially stressful circumstances for a child, parent, teacher or significant
others who are included during the registration process should be reported to a member of the Administrative
Team. At any time an Administrator may join a parent-teacher conference to facilitate communication.

It is the responsibility of the parent who holds a TRO (Temporary Restraining Order) or court-mandated
restraining order to report said orders and conditions to the Administration. Any person who is NOT eligible
to pick up a child in such cases should be noted as part of the registration process so that it appears in the
Student Information System (SIS). The school is not an enforcement agency, but it may be able to help
facilitate awkward and aggravated situations until the proper authorities are able to intervene. Such restraining
orders usually include school events on campus and while away on study trips.
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School Safety
The school is gated and locked from 8:15 AM through 2:45 PM. During that time the only entrance and exit is
through the main office which has an electronic door lock from the lobby to the central school offices. Parents
are immediately notified through the SchoolWay app. All parents should download this app to receive
emergency information and other school notices.

The school uses a sixteen camera video surveillance system to monitor activity on a 24/7 basis. The principal
has a wide-screen monitor that she views while in the office. Other administrators have 24/7 internet access to
remotely view the cameras on their phones or other devices.

Fire, Earthquake, and Lock-Down Procedures
The school has a plan and protocol in the event of a fire and earthquake that necessitate the evacuation of the
buildings and emergency procedures. The public address system includes a classroom by classroom or all-call
red emergency button by which the Faculty and Staff receive specific instructions and how to respond
accordingly.

Preparedness Plan

Outlined below are procedures you must follow, and information you should be aware of in order to assist us
in ensuring the safety of your children if an earthquake/disaster should occur while they are at school.

In the event of a major disaster, school will not be dismissed and students will remain under the supervision of
school authorities.

Students will be released from the Field of Dreams parking lot only to parents or to those previously
authorized by parents on the Identification and Emergency Information Form. No child will be allowed to
leave with another person, even a relative or babysitter, unless that person's name is listed on the Identification
and Emergency Release Form. Please carefully consider who you will authorize to pick up your children in an
emergency or for daily pick up. No exceptions to this policy will be made.

1) Each family prepares an earthquake preparedness kit that is stored safely in each classroom.
2) Any adults trying to pick up children at school must be on the emergency release form and will be

required to show identification before the  children will be released.
3) The school is prepared to take care of your children in times of critical situations. If you are not able

to reach the school, we will care for your children as long as necessary. We are trained in CPR and
first-aid, and have food, water, blankets and emergency supplies necessary to care for your children.

4) The school asks for your help in the following areas:
a) Please do not call the school. We must have the lines open for emergency calls.
b) Following an earthquake or other emergency, do not immediately drive to school. Streets and

access to our school may be cluttered with debris. The school access routes and street
entrance areas must remain clear for emergency vehicles.

c) Instead, listen to the radio to determine when the streets are passable, and then proceed to
school. If Internet access is available, information regarding the status of the school will be
posted, and e-mails will be sent to the entire school community.

d) When you reach school, proceed to the Information Center, which will be marked and located
off of First Street (Field of Dreams Entrance). Do not attempt to locate a child yourself. After
your child has been brought to you, leave the school immediately.Emergency Dismissal
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The Principal or her representative may make emergency dismissals at any time when a serious occasion,
such as sickness, accident, serious disciplinary incident, or emergency condition at home with the family
warrants it.  The school subscribes to a notification service, which notifies the parents regarding any
emergency that may be taking place at or near the school.  All parents are notified by the phone numbers and
email addresses which were used at registration and part of the school’s database. Also, parents can be
immediately notified through the SchoolWay app. All parents should download this app to receive emergency
information and other school notices.

Use of the Office Telephone
Student cell phones must be powered off and stored in their backpacks from 8 AM to 3 PM. Students may use
the phone in the office if they have received permission from a teacher, the office staff, or a member of the
Administration. In order to teach the students responsibility, we discourage them from calling their parents for
forgotten coursework, sports uniforms, etc.  If a game time or practice has been canceled, the coach first
notifies the office staff, and the students may ask the office staff for permission to use the phone. No child
may use a cell phone during the school hours of 8 AM – 3 PM. Students whose phone is powered “on” during
that time will receive a VBR and the phone will be forwarded to the Administration to return to the parent.

PARKING AND TRAFFIC PROCEDURES
To help ensure the safety of the students, the following rules will be strictly enforced by the Administration.
The blacktop area near the Home and School Office, located behind the school, is not a daytime parking area,
except when directed by parking attendants.

1. Traffic may flow ONLY in the directions indicated by the arrows
2. Children will be dropped off in the morning in the lane closest to the classrooms. Children

MUST exit cars from the RIGHT if using the drop-off lane.
3. When dropping off students in the morning, the driver should not exit the car, and be sure that

the children in the car are READY to exit the car as soon as it comes to a stop at the front of
the line. Do not pull out of the drop-off lane until you are the first in line. DO NOT PASS (on
the left) a vehicle that is in the drop-off lane. Wait until the vehicle leaves and then follow
behind.

4. If using the second or third lane parking spaces, do not allow child/children to cross the
parking lot alone. Park the car and walk the children through the designated crosswalk.

5. Do not leave children unattended in a car at any time.
6. Cars should not drop off or park in the crosswalks at any time.
7. There is NO PARKING in the handicapped spaces for any reason other than those designated

by the handicapped sign.
a. The Tustin Police Department and the Santa Ana Police Department will be called

and violators will be cited. Fine = $350.00+
8. No parking is permitted next to the red curb. This is an emergency area parking zone.
9. No guest parking is permitted in the white-lined areas or in front of either of the convents.
10. No parking is allowed in spaces officially designated by parents who have purchased family

parking spaces at fundraising events.
11. Teachers and parent volunteers who assist with traffic control appreciate courtesy.
12. Preschool and pre-kindergarten children must be accompanied and signed in and out by a

parent or authorized adult guardian. This is a California state law.
13. Never leave the keys, or the motor running, in an unattended car.
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14. Parents are not allowed to go to the classrooms or to walk on the school grounds before their
child’s dismissal time without permission from the school office.

15. The speed limit in the parking lots is 15 mph. Please do not exceed this speed at any time.
16. The Saint Jeanne’s parking lots are cell-phone free while operating a vehicle.

Reserved Parking Spaces
Please respect the reserved parking spaces in our SJDL School Parking Lots. This includes the spaces
reserved in the main parking lot in Tustin and the “Field of Dreams” parking lot off of 1st Street in Santa Ana.
These families have bid on specific auction spaces, underwritten events, or contributed to ALL of the families
of our school in a generous way. These parking places are reserved before school, after school, on the
weekends and during scheduled vacation periods.

STUDENT SUPPLIES
Lists are available online by clicking HERE.

iPad Requirements
All students in grades Kindergarten through grade 8 are expected to have an individual iPad and Apple
pencil (fourth generation or newer).

In order to sync the iPads with the school Apps, the Apple ID and any security codes must be removed and
the settings must not be changed. Student iPads with SJDL School APPS may be used for school purposes
only. Please refer to the Student Acceptable Usage Policy (AUP) for additional information.
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PHILOSOPHY OF DISCIPLINE
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School’s approach to discipline focuses on a values based system where students
realize their own self-worth and importance in our Catholic school family. Discipline is a tool for moral
growth, helping our students to develop self-control and respect for others. The rules and policies of the
school are established to develop moral reasoning by helping our students see the value behind them. Our
emphasis is not extrinsic rewards and punishment, but on following the rules because it’s the right thing to do.
The consequences of rule-breaking emphasizes character development and focus on offering restorative
corrective, supportive and preventive strategies to promote student mental, academic, social and
psychological growth.

DISCIPLINARY/VALUES-BASED POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Preschool-Prekindergarten/Kindergarten/Grades 1 & 2
Teachers set specific guidelines for acceptable classroom behavior to help promote responsibility, respect,
good manners, and healthy conflict resolution. . Developmentally appropriate consequences are in place for
not following rules that have been set forth, responding sensitively to the individual needs of each student and
all parties involved. A result of not meeting expectations may include verbal warnings, verbal or written
communication to home, a short break (students may be asked to sit, read quietly etc), a conference with
teacher, parent and/or administration. Continued disregard for the rules by any student results in the child
being sent to the Administration for further action.

Grades 3-8
Teachers set specific guidelines for acceptable classroom behavior to help promote responsibility, respect,
good manners, and healthy conflict resolution. . Developmentally appropriate consequences are in place for
not following rules that have been set forth, responding sensitively to the individual needs of each student and
all parties involved. A result of not meeting expectations may include verbal warnings, verbal or written
communication to home, a short break (students may be asked to sit, read, take a short walk), a conference
with teacher, parent and/or administration, a values based reflection. Continued disregard for the rules by any
student results in the child being sent to the Administration for further action.

AT ANY GRADE LEVEL, Name calling, bullying, exclusion, or prejudice of any kind should be brought to
the attention of the teacher and/or the Administration early in any conflict. In that way, it can be dealt with
appropriately and in a timely manner.  All questions, complaints, and suggestions can be most satisfactorily
handled if they are processed through the proper channels.

Values-Based Reflection (VBR)
A Values-Based Reflection is an opportunity for our students to reflect on a pattern of behavior that needs to
be redirected/improved and engage in a meaningful conversation with parents/guardians, in partnership with
the teacher. If a student receives a VBR, a reflection form will be emailed to the student. The student will
reflect on their actions and formulate a plan for future success in the classroom. This plan will be shared and
signed by the parent/guardian and then emailed/returned to the teacher the following day. The teacher, after a
period of time, will follow up with the student and parent regarding the behavior. It is our goal that the
children of our school community make their actions/choices/behaviors based on the values that they
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are internalizing over the years, rather than merely complying with rules.

If a student receives three VBRs in a trimester, the Administration will assess the circumstances and may
assign a Disciplinary Referral (See below).

Disciplinary Referrals
A referral is a disciplinary action taken by an Administrator for violation of major school regulations. The
referral is written by the Administration and parents are notified. Two (2) referrals result in a conference
between the Administration and the parent(s) and suspension of the student for one day. It may disqualify the
student from membership in honor societies, as well as other awards presented at the end of the year after a
thorough review and discussion by the Administrative Team. The following items are considered
inappropriate behavior and may merit an immediate disciplinary referral:

• overt disrespect toward teachers, administrators, visitors;
• stealing or damaging property of the school or of another student, visitor, or school personnel;
• using unacceptable language (verbal or written) at school or at a school- sponsored event;
• deliberate lying and/or the falsifying information;
• cheating, plagiarizing, cutting and pasting (from the device) or copying another student's work (this

includes the loss of credit for the assignment or test for both students);
• entering a building unaccompanied by an authorized adult;
• failing to report to sign-in and out for Extended Care;
• violating the Acceptable Use of Technology Agreement;
• an accumulation of three (3) VBRs that count toward a referral in one trimester
• fighting, provoking a fight between other individuals, or participating in activities which incur

physical harm or violence to any person. Bullying is a form of  behavior that may be accomplished by
physically bothering another child, unkind exclusion,  or by unnecessary hurtful remarks. The
Administration reserves the right to assign a referral for any incident, based on the particular
circumstances. Information regarding disciplinary action for the students is not usually made
available to other parents.

• bullying: as ongoing harassment, taunting, digital shaming, name calling, physical intimidation, or
any other form of mean-spirited behavior that the members of the Administrative Team consider to be
“bullying”.

Disciplinary Referrals issued during Extended Care are considered “Extended Care Referrals” and their
consequence affects their eligibility to stay in the Extended Care Program. Referrals issued during
after-school activities in which the children represent the name and reputation of our school, e.g. the
After-School Sports Program, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Spring Musical etc. may receive a regular referral, as
well as eligibility to participate in a  particular school-sponsored activity for a designated period of time.

Referrals are recorded in the Learning Management Systems Behavior Log so that parents and the student can
review and track behavior that is inconsistent with the school’s values based on the Schoolwide Learning
Expectations, mission, philosophy and Educational Project of the Company of Mary.
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Suspension

Suspension (grades 1-8) is the exclusion from regular school activity for a period of one, two, or three days, to
be determined by the Administration. Suspensions can occur without any prior referrals, however, two (2)
disciplinary referrals may result in a one-day suspension. Parents are informed of the suspension in writing
and/or by telephone and are given an appointment date and time with member(s) of the Administration prior
to the reinstatement of the student at school. The student may make up all daily assignments. However, if a
student misses a test scheduled on the day of suspension, he/she must make up the test on the following day.
A suspension may also follow any single referral at the discretion of the Administration, depending on the
nature of the circumstance. Following a third referral the student may be suspended for a period of two days
and the parents are informed of the consequences following a fourth referral. If a student receives a fourth
referral, the Administration may inform the parents that the child may have “used up his/her chances” to
attend school in our community. The Administration, in consultation with the teachers and parents, decides on
a course of action or consequence.

Expulsion
Expulsion is the permanent termination of student status at Saint Jeanne School without the possibility of re-
admission. Expulsion may be the consequence of four (4) disciplinary referrals or a very serious incident for
which the Administration believes “immediate expulsion” is required. Actions requiring immediate expulsion
may include, but are not limited to:

• possession of weapons, fireworks, or drugs of any size, shape, or form;
• intentionally inflicting serious, physical harm to any member of the student body, staff, the Faculty, or

the Administration;
• smoking and/or drinking an alcoholic beverage at school or at a school-sponsored event;
• causing damage to school property or intentionally destroying another student’s or teacher’s property;
• accessing inappropriate websites, or propagating any inappropriate media;
• personal attacks or harassment of any teacher by a parent, harassment of another parent or a student,

in lieu of proper conflict resolution.

The Administration, the Faculty, and the Staff expect the parents to enforce the various policies of the
school at school and at home. Overt harassment towards an administrator, a teacher, another parent, or
one of our students may be grounds for dismissal from the school. All members of the Administration
who take into consideration the interests of all parties involved make any decision regarding such
dismissal carefully. The decision to expel any student is neither casual nor insensitive to the needs of
the child/family involved. The Administration works together with the teachers, the parents, and most
importantly, the student to determine the best course of action. The individual situation of the child is
carefully considered, but the Administration is also obliged to consider the best interests of the entire
school community.
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COMMUNICATION/GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
There are times when misunderstandings occur between parents and school personnel, or times when a
procedure or a policy needs clarification. If the concern involves school personnel, the parents are to arrange a
meeting to discuss their concerns. If there is no resolution, the parents are to call the Principal and arrange a
time for everyone to meet.

Any concerns that a parent might have regarding a teacher, formative assessments, student behavior, uniform,
bullying, social problems, etc. should not be discussed in front of the child, but rather discussed at a formal
parent-teacher / parent-Administrator conference. Parents are expected to support the Administration, Faculty,
and Staff in their efforts to enforce the policies of the school. To preserve and promote the positive
environment of the Saint Jeanne School’s community, parents who express on-going negativity and
dissatisfaction are encouraged to pursue other educational options for their children. Any form of harassment
towards a teacher, another parent, or one of our students may be grounds for dismissal.

Appointments with Teachers:
The teachers and parents must communicate directly with each other regarding a student's academic
performance, conduct, the classroom program, and other issues that are pertinent to classroom instruction.
Arrangements for a personal conference with a teacher may be made by means of a written note to the
teacher, an email, or by a telephone call to the school office. Teachers are given messages and respond at their
earliest convenience. Parents are encouraged to utilize the online Learning Management System to prepare
for a meeting with the teacher. Teachers are not usually available for a conference between 3:00 and 3:30 PM
because they are supervising the dismissal of their students or leading them to sign in for Extended Care.

Appointments with Administrative Team Members:
In matters pertaining to general supervision, major disciplinary actions, school activities and organizations,
assemblies, liturgies, scheduling, Home and School Association proceedings, and any other Schoolwide
concerns, parents should make an appointment to see a member of the Administrative Team. Issues of concern
should reach the Administration directly by the concerned party in a respectful manner and with an attitude of
cooperation.

Arrangements for a personal conference with the principal or other members of the Administration may be
made by calling the school office between the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. or coming into the office to
arrange an appointment. At least one member of the Administration is usually available in the office for
urgent, walk-in appointments.

Abuse of Teachers or Other School Personnel
When conflict develops and a parent feels the need to address a particular grievance, proper professional
conduct must be maintained by all parties concerned. In keeping with the policies of the Diocese of Orange
regarding the abuse of any member of the Staff, the Faculty, or the Administration of Saint Jeanne de
Lestonnac School adheres to the following policy:

"Any parent, guardian, or other person who insults or abuses any teacher in the presence or hearing of other
school personnel or students at a place which is on school premises or public sidewalks, streets, or other
public ways adjacent to school premises at some other place in connection with assigned school activities,
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may be guilty of a misdemeanor and is punishable by a fine not less than fifty dollars ($50.00), nor exceeding
five hundred dollars ($500.00).” (E.C. 44811-2;13560) For the purpose of this policy, the word “teacher” is
defined as any member of the Administration, the Faculty, or the Staff.

Transfer on Grounds of Parental/Guardian Behavior
The Administration makes every effort to promote the cooperation of the parents and create a special
partnership in the education of their children. At times of conflict, the Administration attempts to hear all
sides of an issue in an effort to be fair and reasonable to everyone who is involved. Normally, a child is not to
be deprived of a Catholic education or otherwise penalized for actions of parents. However, the principal may
ask a family to leave the school when one or both parents are overtly uncooperative with school staff;
disregard policies, regulations, or programs; or interfere in matters of school administration or discipline to
the detriment of the school’s ability to serve its own or other children.
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TECHNOLOGY & NETWORK ACCEPTABLE USAGE POLICY
Access to Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School’s computing and network resources is a privilege which imposes
certain responsibilities and obligations and which is granted subject to school policies, local, state and federal
laws. All users of these shared resources must act responsibly and comply with specific policies and
guidelines governing their use.  The purpose of this policy is to promote the efficient, ethical, lawful and
Christian use of Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School's computer and network resources.

General internet searching is discouraged on all levels and will only be used in the presence of a teacher or
adult. The school will take all reasonable means to limit our students’ exposure to illicit and/or unwarranted
content. Reasonable auditing procedures to prevent accidental access to inappropriate content are applied on
the school’s network during school hours defined by the Parent Student Handbook. The school recognizes that
all filtering devices and software are not 100% effective, but does all it can to adhere to the requirements of
the Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA).

Definitions
● Network resources include both wired and wireless connectivity in the SJDL School Network.
● Network access includes connecting to the Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School network on campus, as

well as accessing “Cloud” resources through the school’s provided student user account.
● “Cloud” resources include, but are not limited to, Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School’s domain

resources, namely, Google Educational Enterprise (sjdlschool.com), Learning Management System
and all learning platforms (ie: Discovery Education, Renaissance Learning, Pearson Realize,
ConnectEd, etc.).

● School assigned passwords are those that use at least six to eight characters, and may include a
combination of letters, numbers, and symbols and are easy to remember, but difficult for others to
guess. It is the responsibility of the user to inform a teacher or administrator if the user feels that
his/her school assigned password has been compromised.

● Enrolled devices are any computer or device configured to access the school’s network through a
designated management system, via wired or wireless connectivity, within the school’s local area
network or wide area network. Access to the school’s network is restricted to enrolled devices only.

● Acceptable Usage Policy and Guidelines

Acceptable usage of the internet/network can be, but is not limited to,
● Accessing URL links/Web sites specified by the teacher.
● Accessing and interacting with the school’s information and learning management cloud.
● Accessing and interacting with the school’s learning platforms.

Unacceptable usage of the internet/network can be, but is not limited to,
● Accessing any social network site (other than school’s learning management cloud).
● Accessing the internet without the teacher's approval.
● Infringing on copyrighted material/any form of plagiarism.
● Utilizing a teacher workstation/iPad or any other school owned technology at any time.
● Sending email, either through the school’s provided domain email address

(username@sjdlschool.com), or their own private email that is demeaning, derogatory, threatening,
bullying, or offensive in nature, and/or inappropriate for our Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School
community.
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● Using a camera, cell phone, or any other electronic device to photograph or video anyone or anything
in the school, which is considered private property of the Sisters of the Company of Mary, and not a
public venue, without explicit written permission from the school and the individual(s) being
photographed or videoed.

● Sharing photos, video, or social network applications that have been acquired off the school premises
without the explicit written permission of the Sisters of the Company of Mary.

● Use of a non-enrolled device or a device with cellular capability.
● Creating a Virtual Private Network (VPN) within the school’s wide area network (WAN).

Students should be aware that state laws and school policies, guidelines and regulations may limit the
protection of certain aspects of individual privacy. Both the nature of electronic communications and the
public character of the school's business make certain uses less private than users may anticipate. The school
may permit the inspection, monitoring or disclosure of content associated with a school account at any time
by a child’s parent or legal guardian, school personnel or law enforcement officers.

Parents and guardians of minors are responsible for setting and conveying the standards that their child(ren)
should follow when using any device, media or information sources outside of the school’s network. The
school does not assume responsibility for parental decisions regarding outside of school network usage by
enrolled devices or unenrolled devices. Parents should be aware of and assume all responsibility relating to
the age requirements and guidelines of subscription based websites, social media platforms and online stores.

Students who misuse the Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School computing and network resources or who fail to
comply with the school's stated Acceptable Usage Policy (AUP), regulations and guidelines are subject to, but
not limited to, one or more of the following consequences:

● Temporary loss of computer/network access during incident investigations
● Disciplinary actions taken by the Administration Team
● Legal prosecution under applicable Federal and State laws

The Acceptable Usage Policy (AUP) applies to all students and approved users of the Saint Jeanne de
Lestonnac School computing and network resources.

Students and parents must sign and turn in an AUP form each school year indicating that they acknowledge
reading and understanding the Acceptable Usage Policy of Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School, Tustin.
Furthermore, the Student & Parent accept the responsibilities stated herein and will notify a member of the
Administration Team if malicious and/or inconsistent use of computer and network resources have been
detected in a timely manner. Additionally, the Student/Parent acknowledges that Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac
School is held harmless and released from liability for ideas and concepts that are gained through the use of
the internet.

No firewall and filter systems are perfect, not even the encrypted government firewalls and
filters are failsafe. In our school iPads save the history of the website visits; parents must

monitor their child’s recently accessed website history on a regular basis.

The school’s firewalls and filters are quite effective and meet all conditions set forth by the
Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA) reasonably preventing accidental access to

inappropriate websites on campus. Nevertheless, they do not extend secure access beyond the
immediate physical range of the school’s LAN/WAN network.
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UNIFORMS / DRESS GUIDELINES

Uniform Information
Uniforms are purchased from: Vicki Marsha Originals
5292 Production Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
(714-895-6371). www.vickimarsha.com school code JDL4271
The SJDL School Clothes Closet also sells gently used Vicki Marsha school uniforms.

All students must be in uniform every day. Uniforms are worn by all students in order to foster a spirit of
equality and neatness. Look-alike sweaters, blouses, shirts, etc. not purchased through Vicki Marsha
Originals, are not acceptable.

Preschool/Prekindergarten Uniforms
A FULL SET OF REGULAR OR UNIFORM CLOTHES and SHOES is required to be kept in class in case
of an occasional accident. All articles of clothing should be labeled. No watches/jewelry or items from home
allowed.

Preschool and Pre K do NOT require a formal/full uniform or PE uniform.

Girls’ Uniforms
POLO SHIRT: Navy or white with Saint Jeanne logo
SKORT with Elastic Waistband
SWEATER with Saint Jeanne emblem (Button down, V-Neck or Vest)
SOCKS  plain white socks (no ruffles, embroidery, insignias, etc.)
SHOES: Athletic Sneakers (no hightops) in blue  (royal or navy - no bright/neon colors), white or
black. Shoes can be a combination of these colors (EX: Navy with white Adidas stripe) or All-black
Mary Jane style shoes (no designer style – plain black shoes only): no ballerina shoes may be worn.
** SWEATPANTS AND SWEATSHIRTS with (SJDL logo) may be worn in cold weather.

Boys Uniforms (Preschool and Prekindergarten):
POLO Light Blue or white with SJDL logo
SHORTS Navy blue twill with elastic waistband
PANTS Navy blue twill with elastic waistband
BELT Navy, all black or dark brown  (worn with shorts/pants)
SWEATER with SJDL emblem (Button down, V-Neck, or Vest).
SOCKS  plain white socks (ankle/crew)
SHOES Athletic Sneakers (no hightops) in blue  (royal or navy - no bright/neon colors), white or
black. Shoes can be a combination of these colors (EX: Navy with white Adidas stripe) or All-black
dress shoes

Regular/Full Uniform Requirements for Boys and Girls (K-8)
GIRL UNIFORMS:

K-8th GRADE REGULAR UNIFORM:
POLO White/Navy with SJDL Logo
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SKORT Plaid (no higher than the middle of the knee)
SHORTS Navy  (knee length)
PANTS Navy blue twill
BELT Navy, all black or dark brown (worn with shorts/pants)
SOCKS  plain white socks (ankle/crew)
SHOES Athletic Sneakers (no hightops) in blue  (royal or navy - no bright/neon colors),

white or black. Shoes can be a combination of these colors (EX: Navy with white
Adidas stripe) or All-black Mary Jane style shoes (no designer style –plain black
shoes only): no ballerina shoes may be worn.

**In case of Cold Weather girls may wear white, dark blue or black leggings under the
uniform skirts.

GRADES K-4th FULL UNIFORM:
BLOUSE White with round collar
JUMPERS (no higher than the middle of the knee
TIE: criss cross
SWEATER/CARDIGAN/VEST with emblem

Saint Jeanne’s jacket may be worn over the school sweater, but not in place of it on “full
uniform” days

GRADES 5-8 FULL UNIFORM:
BLOUSE White oxford with button down collar
TIE: regular or clip-on
SKIRT: no shorter than two inches above the knee
SWEATER/CARDIGAN/VEST with emblem

Saint Jeanne’s jacket may be worn over the school sweater, but not in place of it on “full
uniform” days;

BOYS
K-8th GRADE REGULAR UNIFORM:

POLO White/Light Blue with SJDL Logo
SHORTS Navy  (knee length)
PANTS Navy blue twill
BELT Navy, all black or dark brown
SOCKS  plain white socks (ankle/crew)
SHOES Athletic Sneakers (no hightops) in blue  (royal or navy - no bright/neon colors), white

or  black. Shoes can be a combination of these colors (EX: Navy with white Adidas
stripe) or All-black dress or all-black dress shoes.

K-8th GRADE FULL UNIFORM:
SHIRT White oxford with button down collar
TIE: regular or clip-on
PANTS Navy blue twill
SWEATER/CARDIGAN/VEST with emblem

Physical Education Uniform (Grades K-8)
The P.E. uniform consists of the most current Saint Jeanne's t-shirt and  navy-blue shorts. The teacher(s)
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supervise(s) the students in changing to the P.E. uniform. Children who participate in the After-School Sports
Program (Grades 5-8) should not expect to play on a team on a day when they have not dressed out and
participated in the P.E. class.

SHIRT PE T-shirt with name clearly labeled
SHORTS Navy blue nylon mesh
SWEATSUIT: (Very cold weather only) Students may wear the Lancer Sweat suit or the SJDL sweatshirt
(blue/gold) from the SJDL Spirit Store
SOCKS  Plain white (not navy-blue), regular length, above the ankle
**Regular uniform shoes can be worn on PE days provided that they are lace up athletic shoes.

Uniform Policy for Variable Weather
Due to the fact that weather conditions in Southern California can change dramatically throughout the year,
the school policy allows the parents to decide if a “warm weather” or “cold weather” uniform is most
appropriate for their child. On days when special assemblies, liturgies, or special events in the theater require
“full, or complete uniform”, the student must wear “full uniform” in the theater, but may wear “warm
weather” uniform for the rest of the day. All clothes should be labeled with the child’s name.

“Free Dress” Policy
Students may wear knee length shorts, tennis shoes, and jeans (not ripped or skin tight), pants or sweats.  Skin
Clothing that is tight, torn, ripped, oversized, or with holes is not acceptable. Leggings may only be worn
underneath a pair of shorts/pants. Modest tops or t-shirts with acceptable wording or logos are allowed.
Hats may be worn but must be removed in class. No halter or tank tops are allowed.  On “Spirit Dress” days
the students wear “Free Dress” but must wear an SJDL School t-shirt.  No flip-flop sandals are allowed. Very
short or tight skirts, or shorts, are not allowed. Standard Grooming Rules apply on these days. Students
who do not follow these policies may be sent home and may forfeit their next free dress day.

Events with Special Dress Requirements
Selected activities require very specific attire that is different from “uniform dress”, “non-uniform dress”, and
“free dress” described previously. Parents will receive specific dress requirements regarding any “Special
Event Dress”.

Boy/Girl Scout Uniforms
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts may wear their complete scout uniform on the
days of their meetings or special events. Otherwise they wear their regular Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School
uniform of the day. While inside any building, boys must remove their hats.

Grooming

Make-Up/Nail Polish

No student  (P-8th grade) will be admitted to class wearing regular face or eye make-up.  Students who are
self-conscious about their acne may consult with the school counselor regarding the conservative use of a
“concealer”.  Students may not wear acrylic or artificial nails. Only clear nail polish is permitted. Fingernails
must be well trimmed. Chapstick or Vaseline is allowed for chapped lips but should not be shared with other
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people.

Jewelry/Watches
Costume jewelry is not part of the uniform and may not be worn. One small set of stud or post earrings, ONE
per ear on the bottom of the ear lobe, are allowed for girls only. No other body piercing is acceptable.
Students may not wear dangling or hoop earrings. Boys may not wear earrings. Girls may wear one religious
necklace (cross or medal).  Students may wear a NON SMART watch on one wrist. No other jewelry may be
worn.  The school accepts no responsibility for damage, loss, or theft of any jewelry item(s).

Tattoos/Body Art
No visible permanent tattoo or body art is permitted.

Haircuts
Student hair must be neat and well groomed. Hair should not hang in the face obstructing the student’s
forehead.  Using a dye, tint, rinse, or anything that alters the natural color of a student's hair is not allowed .
Students may be referred to the cosmetologist to return the hair to its normal, uniform color.

Boys' haircuts should be tapered and not hang over the "buzzed" sides, back, or front. Hair should not touch
the collar of the shirt or the ears. Hair in the front should not be “combed over” from the front to the
back.

EXAMPLES OF SJDL SCHOOL APPROVED HAIRCUTS:

The following examples are of current FAD Haircuts that are not allowed:
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Absences and Tardiness
When a student is absent from school the parent should notify the school using the “report an absence” feature
on the school website or calling the school. If a student is absent due to illness, the student must be fever free
for 48 hours prior to returning to school.  Absences for illness, medical/dental appointments, or family
emergencies require a note from the parent before a child returns to class.

Students who are absent due to illness have one day for each day of absence to make up missing assignments.
Most of the student’s work is posted on the school’s Learning Management System and is available directly
online, however parents may contact the teacher for assignments if the student is absent multiple days.

Absences for family trips are important opportunities for the family. However, they deprive the student of
vital classroom instruction and clarification. Although the student may make up some of the work within a
reasonable time, it is important that the parents understand that the child's absence may significantly affect
his/her understanding and mastery. Family trips are best scheduled during the school holidays. If a family trip
is taken during the school year, a Notice of Absence from School form should be filled out by the parent,
approved first by the Principal, completed by the teacher(s) and turned in to the office before the date(s) of
absence. This form is available in the office from the school secretary. State law requires that students with
30+ days of absence may not be promoted, and repeat the same grade the following year.

A student is tardy if he/she arrives after 8AM.  All students must enter through the office and obtain a late
pass after 8AM. After obtaining a late pass, students in preschool through second grade may walk to call with
a parent; students in 3rd-8th grade will walk to class on their own. Recurrent tardies will be addressed by the
administration. A doctor or dental visit is an “excused” tardy and should have a note of verification.

Minimum Days
During the school year, minimum days with noon dismissal are scheduled on the calendar. The afternoons on
these days are devoted to in-service sessions for the Faculty. If Extended Care available, First through
eighth-grade Extended Care students must bring a sack lunch. Lunch will be served to preschool,
pre-kindergarten, and kindergarten.  When there is NO Extended Care available, parents are given a
30-minute grace period to pick up their children.  A fee is charged from $10.00 to $20.00 for parents who do
not pick up their children on time.

Dismissal
All students (preschool through eighth grade) are dismissed at 3 PM. At 3:15 P.M., The teacher leads all
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children who are not picked up and supervised by a parent, to the Extended Care Program. A fee (per hours
and days used) is assessed at the end of the month for students in grades 1-8. Children who walk home, ride a
bicycle, or use public transportation, must have written permission on file in the office. No student is
permitted to walk to or from a car without an adult. For security reasons, if a child is being picked up by
any adult (must be over the age of 18) other than a parent or designated carpool driver, a written note must be
sent to the office letting the principal know who has been authorized to pick up the child/children on a given
day. A copy of the note is sent to the teacher, letting him/her know who is authorized on that particular date to
pick up the child. Parents may add people to this list. So that the change can be made to the school’s
emergency database, the principal and office staff must be notified. Children are dismissed only to adults
whose names are included on each child’s official dismissal list in the database. Children are not allowed on
the school grounds after the regular school hours without the direct and close supervision of a parent, teacher,
or coach. This includes any library visit after school or reading tests in the library. Students may not leave
their parent’s side except to go to the restroom.

Early Dismissal
Parents who request the release of their child/children during regular school hours must sign a release ledger,
which is kept in the office, stating the reason for early dismissal before leaving the school. The child/children
are then called to the office. For purposes of security, parents and authorized drivers are not permitted to enter
the classroom or playground at any time when picking up a student for an early release without the permission
of an administrator and must wear a bright yellow security badge. Teachers may not release a child from their
classroom without notice from the front office. Parents, adults, or siblings under the age of 18 may not go to
the classroom to request the release of a student without the expressed direction of the principal and properly
signing in through the front office.

Extended Care Information and Regulations
The goal of the Extended Care Program is to offer quality supervision by a competent and caring staff in an
environment where the children feel safe and "at home" following the school day. Each afternoon the children
are able to participate in a period of free play, coursework time, outdoor games, and inside activities to
provide a balance of structured and unstructured time.

On regular and minimum days, the school provides morning supervision from 7:30-8AM free of charge.
Students arriving before 7:30 A.M. will be charged a fee and should report to the school cafeteria for
supervision.

Extended Care Fees and Payment Policies
Parents who would like to take advantage of the Extended Care Program are asked to register their children in
one of the following programs: Options:

Every School Day: Full time (3:15 - 5:30 P.M.)
a. $300 per month for the first child
b. $250 per month for each sibling

Occasional Drop-In (3:30 – 4:30 P.M.) $10.00 (4:30 – 5:30 P.M.) an additional $10.00

Full day non-holiday school days off – (8:00 A.M. – 5:30 P.M.) $45.00

Half-day non-holiday school days off – (12:00 P.M. – 5:30 P.M.) $25.00
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Athletes who are not picked up immediately after practices or HOME games must report to Extended Care
and a $5.00 fee will be charged.

For the safety of all of our children, including student athletes, every child must report to Extended Care or
will receive an appropriate disciplinary consequence. Students may not hide or wait in front or in the back of
the school, even if told to do so by a driver to avoid Extended Care charges. In order for our accounts to be
kept up to date: “Extended Care bills” are issued at the beginning of each month for the previous month's
Extended Care. Payments are due by the 10th of the month. If not, late charges are added.

Extended Care Release and Sign-out Policy
Children who are participating in the school’s Extended Care program must be signed-out by the individual(s)
who is legally able to sign the child out. These individuals must be their parent and/or adult who has been
designated in the Registration process for the current school year and/or amended to the Student Information
System formally requested by the child’s parent/legal guardian. All adults will be asked for a legal ID prior to
any child being released. Siblings under the age of 18, must have a written document from the parent or legal
guardian on record in the front office. The sign-out signature is required and must be legible.

A charge of $20 will be automatically assessed to all children who were not signed out, with time and
legible signature. Extended Care sign-out sheets are located at the main Extended Care podium.

Extended Care Program Schedule
Students who are not picked up by their parent or designated driver from the homeroom class or Contact
Period (CP) at 3:15 P.M. are taken to Extended Care. School ends at 3:00 P.M. and parents are given thirty
minutes of courtesy time to pick up their children.

3:30 – 4:00 P.M. Snack (preschool, pre-kindergarten, and kindergarten / all other students must provide their
own snack) /outdoor or indoor free play. Students must be signed out by their parent/guardian/driver. 4:00 –
5:30 P.M. Coursework or independent reading, etc.).

Extended Care ends at 5:30 and students are walked to the school’s main office. A $1.00 per minute charge is
incurred for students who remain after 5:30 PM.

A charge of $20 will be automatically assessed to all children who were not signed out, with time and
legible signature. Extended Care sign-out sheets are located at the main Extended Care podium.

Extended Care Behavioral Expectations
Children are expected to respect the Staff, each other, and the materials provided by Extended Care. School
rules always apply during the Extended Care Program. When there is an ongoing behavior problem with a
child, the Extended Care personnel make every effort to work together with the Administration and the
parents to resolve the situation. If there is, however, a lack of cooperation with no visible improvement, the
school reserves the right to dismiss any child from the Extended Care Program.

Students Participating in After-School Programs and Activities
The parent or driver must pick up students who participate in the After-School Programs immediately after
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the scheduled practice/event; otherwise, they are taken to Extended Care for supervision and are charged
accordingly. For children participating in after-school athletics, it is the responsibility of the parent or
designated driver to pick up the player at any “away game” sites. Students do not return to Saint
Jeanne’s to be picked up. Students who avoid signing in for Extended Care after an after school program
event may receive a disciplinary referral. Students must be supervised at all times.

Please note: Students who are signed out of school or the Extended Care Program on any given day
must be closely and directly supervised by the parent/guardian who signs them out, or they may be
charged for Extended Care. Students who have been signed out of Extended Care should not remain on
campus to play. Parents and their children who stay on campus after signing out of Extended Care need to be
directly and closely supervised (Children may not go to the Snack Shack, the cafeteria, or anywhere else
unaccompanied directly and closely by the parent/guardian).
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SCHOOL FACILITIES

Library Center

The LMC has a wide variety of materials, which includes picture books, fiction books,  informational text
books, reference books, a collection of religious materials, CD’s .

The LMC has an automated computerized circulation and cataloging system to assist in checking out library
books. Books are due two weeks from the checkout date, except for holidays, when adjustments are made.
Books may be renewed.  Students may lose library privileges due to lack of responsibility or misconduct. A
bill may be sent home for lost or damaged materials.

All students, staff, and parents are encouraged to utilize the services of the Library Media Center. The LMC is
open at lunch breaks at least three times a week and open after school for checking out books and/or AR
Testing. Anyone who would like to volunteer or participate in the programs offered by the LMC should
contact the librarian.

The Marian Center Theater
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School’s theater/chapel is used for a variety of activities including liturgies,
assemblies, special programs, and theatrical events. This 640-seat facility also includes a sophisticated
audio-visual system that is used to enhance every type of presentation for all age groups from preschool
through grade eight.  During an event, everyone in attendance should be seated (even if they are interested in
taking photographs or videotaping an event). Parents MUST remain seated and quiet for religious or formal
events, e.g. seasonal liturgies, paraliturgies, special prayer services, the Eighth-Grade Pin Ceremony, the
Passion Play, The Celebration of Child Mary, the May Crowning, the Eighth-Grade Graduation Liturgy, etc.
We believe that the parents’ example of respect and reverence are powerful modeling for the children. Parents
are asked to go outside the theater if they wish to speak to other guests in attendance. All cell phones should
be turned off while in the theater. Please: No eating, drinking, or chewing gum is allowed in the theater at any
time.

Lancer Gymnasium
The SJDL School Lancer Gymnasium is used for a variety of activities including physical education
classes, the After-School Sports Program, pep rallies, and other school-sponsored tournaments. The facility is
air-conditioned and the special birch floor of the gym is resurfaced periodically to preserve its high quality
finish. No adult, student, or coach may wear shoes that may damage the floor in any way. Saint Jeanne’s
supporters, as well as visiting teams, are reminded that no eating, drinking (not even water), or chewing gum
is allowed in the gymnasium at any time.

Science Hall
The students of grades six, seven, and eight are able to experience science with “hands-on” lessons as well as
through a variety of other experiments. This facility has a tremendous inventory of possibilities awaiting our
future scientists. The students in grades K-4 may use materials stored in the Science Hall.
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Field of Dreams Sports Complex
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School provides a state-of-the-art athletic field including two flag football fields,
two softball fields, and a soccer field. The surface is “field turf” and offers a superior surface on which all
students may play. It is the same high quality “field turf” that is being installed in college and professional
football fields across the country. The field also provides stadium lighting, restrooms, a Marian Grotto, and a
156-space parking lot. No food or drink, except water is allowed on the field. A list of the rules regarding the
use of the field is prominently displayed at the general entrance.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Academic and Behavioral Requirements
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School provides a variety of extra-curricular activities for its students. Each
activity has specific academic and behavioral criteria for eligibility. Both the parents and the student should
carefully review these eligibility rules before applying/joining.  It is the responsibility of the parents and the
student to understand the criteria and requirements before signing any forms, especially for Student Council,
and the two honor societies, California Junior Scholarship Federation (CJSF) and the National Junior Honor
Society (NJHS).

All students (even those with unsatisfactory grades and/or conduct) are invited to participate in the four-day
Sports Clinics, which are held three times a year at the beginning of each sports season. The school believes
that the “clinics” provide the students with an opportunity to learn the skills of the seasonal sport, a chance to
have fun with their friends, and motivates them to improve their academic grades and overall conduct.

All students participating in extra-curricular activities must be present at school the day of the event. Students
who have an unexcused absence the day of a practice, game, rehearsal, etc. will not be allowed to attend.

LANCER ATHLETICS SPORTS PROGRAM
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School participates in the Parochial Athletic League, the program sponsored by the
Diocese of Orange. There are several programs for boys and girls in grades 5-8 during the year:

“A” teams are 7th & 8th grade
“B” teams are 5th & 6th grade

FALL SEASON WINTER SEASON SPRING SEASON

Flag Football Boys “A” and “B” Basketball Boys “A” and “B” Volleyball Boys “A” and “B”

Volleyball Girls “A” and “B” Basketball Girls “A” and “B” Softball Girls “A” and “B”

Practices are supervised by a coach and are held after school Monday through Thursday. Parents may access
the schedules of games and practices under the respective athletic group on the school’s official App. Weather
and other factors may change the schedule. When this occurs a push message will be sent through the various
digital platforms including the school’s website calendar under Athletics, email and the school’s official App.
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Parents are encouraged to check these platforms or register as a member in the official App for any updates.
Please do not call the office for changes in the schedule.

The Lancer Athletics Program is sponsored by the Home and School Association and is funded by the sports
fees. The Athletic Director and the Administration organize the program and provide support to the coaches
and the players of the team.

Developmental Clinics
The focus of every developmental clinic is the learning of specific foundational skills and the fun of being
with friends. In fact, there are no academic requirements to participate in the clinic itself. All students (5-8)
are encouraged to participate. Developmental clinics for flag football, volleyball, basketball, and softball may
last several days and are held for each sport. The fee for this clinic is $25.00, which supports the Lancer
Athletics Program. Students are encouraged to participate in every clinic for their age level, so that they may
better learn how to play every sport for which a clinic is offered. Information is available online under Lancer
Athletics prior to the start of any season explaining the time commitment, expense, who plays and how often,
uniforms, etc. Parents must sign the last part of the information letter to indicate that they understand the
requirements for participation and that they will support the program if their child participates.

Team Participation (Practices and Games)

The overall goal of the Lancer Athletics Program is to provide opportunities for students and parents to
actively support the importance of teamwork and participate in a positive athletic culture that aligns with the
school’s overall mission and philosophy. Success is not measured by wins and losses, scores, individual
statistics or championships, but rather by the growth, resilience and “coachability” of all who represent the
Lancer Athletics Program. Teams are composed of student/athletes and their parent(s) who are committed to
helping fellow teammates become successful and consistently demonstrate positive attributes, as well as
develop and implement leadership abilities. The Lancer Athletics Program does not cut any student/athlete,
regardless of their individual ability or skill level. Students and parents are made aware of the school’s “No
Cut” policy prior to the start of each respective season. Participation in the Lancer Athletics Program implies
that the parent understands and supports the “No Cut Policy”. Coaches will do their best to equally distribute
game participation based on the student/athlete’s practice participation along with their approach and overall
attitude during practices and games. Parents are encouraged and expected to evaluate their child’s consistent
participation and overall approach to team aspects prior to submitting fees for the respective season. Athletic
fees do not guarantee equal game time participation, but assures that the student/athlete has opportunity to
build relationships, support their team/school and improve on fundamental skills throughout the respective
season.

In order to participate in the Lancer Athletics Program, students who are eligible (5th-8th grade) must abide
by the following requirements:

1. Each child, boy or girl, who wishes to participate in the "A" (grades 7 and 8) or "B" grades 5 & 6
program will be charged a $25.00 clinic fee and a $115.00 sports fee, if selected for the team.
Students who come to the clinics should dress out in their P.E. clothes or similar modest attire.

2. As a student athlete, poor or inconsistent academic performance may disqualify a student from being
selected for a team. Students and parents who do not demonstrate the values associated with the
school’s Schoolwide Learning Expectations may be disqualified from the respective athletic team..

3. Children who participate in the Lancer Athletics Program must be picked up at the designated end of
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practice. Otherwise, athletes are accompanied to Extended Care and charged the appropriate rate.
Athletes and all students who avoid signing in for Extended Care may receive a disciplinary referral.
Away games played at a different school or site, the children do not return to Saint Jeanne de
Lestonnac School and must be picked up by their parents at that “away” site. Parents are
encouraged to review the posted schedule prior to submitting Lancer Athletics fees to ensure that their
child will be able to be picked up immediately after the conclusion of games and practices.

4. Students may be benched or permanently removed from the Lancer Athletics Program as the
consequence of improper behavior during regular daily classes, lack of practice participation or game
time behavior inconsistent with the mission and philosophy of the school. This removal or temporary
“bench warming” is determined solely at the discretion of the coach and Athletic Director and
reported to the Administration Team.

5. Team trophies are reserved for student athletes who have successfully completed the respective
season. Removal from a team because of behavior or grades, which may occur during mid-season,
may result in the child not receiving a team trophy. This decision is made by the Administration in
consultation with the Athletic Director.

Parent Representatives of Lancer Athletics
Team moms and dads offer their time and service to the coaches and the teams by providing refreshments,
transportation, and general support. Parents, relatives and friends of student/athletes must remember that they
also represent Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School at games, both home and away. Parents, relatives and family
friends should refrain from coaching the team or an individual player during games. Inappropriate language,
rude comments, or any behavior that compromises the school’s mission, philosophy, spirit or reputation
may result in disciplinary action by the Athletic Director and the Administration.

Official SJDL Uniforms
Student Athletes who have submitted team fees for the respective season will be provided with an official
SJDL Team Uniform. Every student athlete is expected to be responsible for their uniforms and will only
participate in games if wearing the Official SJDL Team Uniform. In order to minimize undue competition
no money may be donated or collected from parents for extra team outfits (shirts, jackets, warm-ups,
etc.) unless authorized by the Athletic Director in consultation with the Administration.

Coaches
The Lancer Athletic Program coaches are hired for the various teams from: the Faculty, alumni, local college
students, and parents who may serve as assistant coaches after approval by the Athletic Director and the
Administration. Truly great coaches in any school can be difficult to find, and the school makes every effort to
find the best available coaches for the various Lancer teams. We are fortunate that the Athletic Director and
many of our coaches are formally trained Company of Mary educators who know the students, the school’s
mission and policies, as well as the families of the student athletes. They are also aware of and promote the
expectations of the Administration, the values based SLE’s (Schoolwide Learning Expectations), and the
Educational Project of Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac.

Transportation
Any parent who provides transportation to an extra-curricular activity must have:

1) proof of insurance, on file in the main administrative offices
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2) a current driver’s license on file in the administrative offices, and
3) a seat belt for every passenger. If a car has airbags, children who are fewer than five feet tall, must

sit in the back seat. Students must be picked up by their parents or authorized driver after all games
and tournaments that are played at any site other than our school.

NO COACH MAY TRANSPORT STUDENTS TO EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES OR
RETURN THEM TO SCHOOL.

GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS

State and National Honor Societies
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School offers both state and national honor organizations. The state chapter honor
society is the California Junior Scholarship Federation (CJSF). The national organization is the National
Junior Honor Society (NJHS). The school provides an opportunity for students to become proactive in
seeking membership. The Administration and Faculty believe that students who merit such recognition should
not rely on their parents, but rather take the initiative to maintain the criteria for membership. Please note: It is
the responsibility of the student, independent of his/her parents, to apply, attend meetings, complete the
required service hours, etc.

California Junior Scholarship Federation
Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School is a charter member of the California Junior Scholarship Federation (CJSF),
an affiliated high school chapter of CSF. All students in grades seven and eight, throughout the state of
California, are eligible for membership based on the trimester report cards, beginning with the end of the first
trimester of seventh grade. The organization's motto is "Scholarship for Service", and “active” members of
CJSF are expected to attend regular meetings, pay their dues, and to participate in a variety of service projects
directed by the faculty advisor and the administration.

National Junior Honor Society
The National Junior Honor Society (NJHS) Chapter of Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School is a duly chartered
and affiliated chapter of the prestigious national organization (NHS). Membership is open to those students in
grades seven and eight who meet the required standards in five areas of evaluation: scholarship, service,
leadership, citizenship, and character. Students do not apply for this organization. A faculty advisor bestows
this honor upon qualified students on behalf of the faculty each trimester.

Student Council of the Associated Student Body
The purpose of this organization shall be to promote Christian ideals under the auspices of a Catholic
educational instruction, to promote good citizenship, to encourage a high standard of scholarship, to
promote/foster school spirit, to demonstrate the practical application of democracy, and to advance the welfare
of the school and its members in every possible manner. The duties and requirements for each commissioner
are stated clearly in the Student Council Petitions preceding the election campaign. The petitioners and their
parents are required to read  and sign the petitions indicating that they understand the rules of the campaign,
the academic requirements, and the duties of the office.

The Student Council Advisor, in consultation with the Administration, may appoint students who were not
selected for their desired office, to an office, which had no candidates. Through the same process, the newly
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elected President of the Student Council may select any one of the candidates who ran for office, as his/her
appointed Secretary.  Following the election speeches, the students return to their classrooms and provide a
consultative vote for the advisors and the Administration.

Student Congress
The Student Congress shall be composed of one boy and one girl representative from each homeroom in
grades one through four and Contact Period (CP) in grades 5-8. Student Congress representatives must
maintain academic success, with no mastery of a skill that is  below grade level, or report of multiple missing
assignments.

Every student elected to serve as a Student Congress representative of her/his class must maintain eligibility
requirements throughout the school year. Failure to do so results in a period of suspension and possible
dismissal from his/her role of leadership. The purpose of the Student Congress shall be to present issues of
concern, as well as promote the activities and projects that are planned by the Student Council.

The elections for Student Congress are held within eight weeks after the start of the new school year. The term
of office shall be one school year.

Audio/Visual Team
Under the direct supervision of the technology director, 6-8th grade students learn how to operate and control
the microphones, lighting, music, and video equipment. Only students who demonstrate outstanding
self-discipline, focus of attention, and teamwork are considered for selection to the Audio Visual Team.
Eligibility for this activity is consistent with academic and behavioral requirements for the after-school sports
program.

The Lancer Band, Recorder Ensemble and Mater Dei Music Academy
This program is open to all students in grades 2-8.

The Recorder Ensemble is open to all second, third, and fourth-grade students . Recorder Ensemble is an
annual fee of $175. Practice occurs Thursdays after school from 3:15-4:15 in the Fine Arts Studio.

SJDL School Lancer Band students must be in 4th grade through 8th grade. Lancer Band is an annual fee of
$350 and students provide their own instrument. Students receive personalized instruction and practice at 7
AM Wednesdays and Fridays.

The Lancer Band may play for Showtime and the Spring Concert in May. The Recorder Ensemble plays for
Showtime, the Christmas Caroling Choir before Christmas Mass, and at the Spring Concert. Members of the
Lancer Band also have additional opportunities to rehearse in the evening two nights per week at Mater Dei
High School at no additional cost.

Use of Pictures, Videos, Audio Recording of Students, etc.
Parents are advised that Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School classroom activities and other school events are
often photographed, recorded and/or videotaped. 

Unless otherwise directed by the parents in writing to the Administrative Team, in conjunction with the AUP
(Acceptable Use Policy for Technology), Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School may use pictures, videos, audio
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recordings, sample work, and other media of the children for all school media and promotional materials,
including, without limitation, for purposes of sharing/promoting school activities, athletic competitions,
Showtime, special assemblies, the Spring Musical, academic competitions, the weekly newsletter, the
yearbook, liturgical celebrations, the sjdlschool.com website. Such photographs, videos, recordings and other
media may remain in use following your child's enrollment in the school.

The enrollment of a student at the school shall constitute (1) consent to the use of such
photos/recordings/videos and other media without compensation, and an acknowledgement that no
compensation is expected or required, and (2) a release of Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School from any and all
liability, claims or causes of action arising from the use of these photographs, videos, recordings and/or other
media as described above and an acknowledgment that such photographs, videos, recordings and other media
shall be the property of Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School. Upon registration, parents read, acknowledge, and
approve this policy as with all other policies of the school contained in the Saint Jeanne de Lestonnac School
Parent-Student Handbook.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Lost and Found
The school is not responsible for lost articles of clothing or other belongings. Valuable belongings or
excessive amounts of money should not be brought to school. Articles with names are more easily
recovered by the student, but it is his/her responsibility to retrieve them. Articles without names are
kept for two weeks before disposing of them. If students are in Extended Care or an official after-school
extra-curricular activity, they should keep their belongings with them or very close by where their activity
takes place. Items left out of place may be picked up and put in the Lost and Found as early as 5 PM. The
students are encouraged to label everything and not leave anything unattended.  Students should utilize teh
hooks outside each classroom to hang backpacks and chairs.

Monthly Calendar
A combined calendar with proposed dates for events and other activities is posted online under the school’s
public website www.sjdlschool.com. As this calendar is subject to change, it is vital that parents check it
regularly and carefully for all of the upcoming activities of the school. Smart phones, tablets, and
home/business computers may also be synced with the school calendar for easy access.

Weekly/Monthly Announcements
The school publishes a weekly newsletter, which is sent out automatically to the parents of the school and
posted to our public website (www.sjdlschool.com). As needed, special announcements, reminders and alerts
are made over the school’s official App. The members of the Student Council make monthly announcements
in front of the Library Media Center on the first Monday of the month in the morning at 8:00 AM. Committee
chairpersons, school advisors, event planners, alumni, etc., may contact the Administration to be included in
the Saint Jeanne’s Weekly Newsletter.

Parties (Birthdays)
After receiving permission from the teacher, simple treats, not birthday parties, are allowed at school. We
encourage healthy treats, however, parents may send cupcakes (not sheet cakes), doughnuts, cookies, etc..
Invitations for birthdays or any kind of parties should be mailed from home or online unless everyone in the
class is invited.
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DIFFERENT GUIDELINES APPLY FOR PRESCHOOL AND PRE-KINDER.  PLEASE SEE YOUR
CHILD'S TEACHER FOR FURTHER DETAILS ABOUT A SUGGESTED LIST OF HEALTHY SNACK
ALTERNATIVES PRIOR TO YOUR CHILD'S BIRTHDAY.
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COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE AGREEMENTS

A copy of the following “Commitment to Excellence Agreement” appears in the Parent-Student
Handbook. Parents also receive a separate copy to be read, signed, and returned to the school.
Parents and students are encouraged to keep the white copies at home and to return the yellow and
pink copies to the school.  In that way, the parent may refer to this agreement at any time.

The Commitment of Parents and Guardians

❏ We will strive to fulfill the Philosophy and Mission Statement of the school.
❏ We will make every effort to encourage our child to achieve the school’s values based

Schoolwide Learning Expectations and the academic standards required for promotion.
❏ We will make sure that our child arrives on time to school and to scheduled activities.
❏ We will read, refer to, and support the policies, procedures, rules, and dress code which are

detailed in the Parent-Student Handbook.
❏ We will maintain a positive partnership with all personnel involved in our children’s

education, including those involved in either curricular or extracurricular activities.
❏ We will promote and support age-appropriate responsibility in our child.
❏ We will discuss issues of concern first with teachers, rather than students or other parents.
❏ We will follow the recommendations of the teachers and Administration, including testing,

counseling, tutoring, or other professional interventions.
❏ We will promote school academics as a priority over extra-curricular activities.
❏ We will monitor our child’s schoolwork and encourage effective time management and study

skills.
❏ We will expect a high degree of quality in our child’s work, not just cursory completion.
❏ We will complete and return all paperwork to the teacher and/or school in a timely manner.
❏ We will meet all of our financial obligations to the school through the prompt payment of the

tuition and fees and by supporting the fundraising efforts of the school.
❏ We will actively use the Learning Management System account to follow all important

academic announcements and the academic growth of our child(ren).
❏ We will follow the Acceptable Use of Technology policies while in school and away from

school as included in the Parent-Student Handbook.
❏ We will seek conflict resolution in a Christian manner with all school personnel,

understanding that harassment in any form is the reason for dismissal.

WE UNDERSTAND THAT FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE STANDARDS SET FORTH IN THIS
COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE AGREEMENT MAY BE GROUNDS FOR DISMISSAL FROM SAINT JEANNE
DE LESTONNAC SCHOOL AT THE DISCRETION OF THE PRINCIPAL.

I/We have read the above COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE AGREEMENT and have discussed it
with my/our child in a manner that is appropriate for his/her age.

Parent/Guardian_________________________ Printed Name_____________________________

Date__________
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The Commitment of the Students

❏ I will strive to fulfill the Philosophy, Mission Statement, and the values based Schoolwide
Learning Expectations.

❏ I will arrive at class on time with all of my necessary work and study materials.
❏ I will always work, think, and behave in the best way I know how, following the policies,

procedures, rules, and dress code described in the Parent-Student Handbook.
❏ I will do whatever it takes for me to learn, by completing all formative assignments on time,

participating actively in class, reviewing and revising based on the descriptive feedback my
teacher gives me, and asking for help when I do not understand.

❏ I will try to behave in a Christian manner so as to protect the safety, interests, and rights of all
individuals in the school community.

❏ I will always tell the truth and accept the responsibility and consequences for my choices.
❏ I will seek the support of my parents, my teachers, or the Administration when I am

struggling in academics, friendships, or any other area in which I need guidance.
❏ I will show respect and courtesy to all as outlined in the values based Schoolwide Learning

Expectations.
❏ I will consistently follow the guidelines outlined in the school’s Acceptable Use of

Technology policies.
❏ I will not participate in gossip or the spreading of rumors.
❏ I will consistently attempt to help all students I come in contact with achieve their best and

encourage them to live the Gospel values

I HAVE READ THE ABOVE AGREEMENT, AND HAVE DISCUSSED IT WITH MY PARENTS. I
AM COMMITTED TO THIS AGREEMENT AND I REALIZE THAT DISCIPLINARY ACTION OR
DISMISSAL MAY FOLLOW FOR FAILURE TO DO SO.

Student ___________________________________________  Date _________________________
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PRINCIPAL’S PREROGATIVE
The principal, in consultation with the Administrative Team, reserves the right to add, delete, or modify any
part of this handbook at will when she believes that it is in the best interest of the children and the school.
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